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Emfoundry’s current hypothesis for the generation of historically inspired type,
focuses upon one of our most acclaimed purveyors of applied neoclassicism in Architecture—
Sir John Soane 1753-1837; and considers why, it seems, he proposed no definitive ideology for
the specification of the ‘classical’ letterform within architecture?
Soane is most remembered as the architect of the

In the second half of the 18th Century the serifless

Bank of England, for No.s 10 and 11 Downing Street,

letter was proposed as the most appropriate when

for the Dulwich Picture Gallery, and of course for his

referencing historical antiquity. No real academic

home at Lincoln’s Inn Fields—the museum left to the

foundation for this can be established. But its use was

nation and ‘to the study of neo-classicism’ by Soane,

ultimately adopted by the educated as a defined ty-

before his death in 1837.

pographic mannerism2. Sir John Soane was amongst

At the height of his practice Soane employed nu-

the first to propose serifless forms within his inscrip-

merous student understudies, clerks of works, and

tions, perhaps for municipal or civic buildings. Seen

assistants—a few of whom went on to become emi-

clearly in the design proposals for the Norwich Gaol

nent architectural practitioners in the Victorian age.

of 1788/9. This typographic form was later adopted

Given the huge and diverse number of commissions

by the Ordnance Survey for their first series maps of

and building projects that consumed Soane within a

1816 to denote sites of historical ruins or Roman re-

long, illustrious and highly prolific career, it is diffi-

mains3. Many of Soane’s subsequent drawings feature

cult to imagine that he had no exacting influence over

this sans mannerism in proposals for inscriptions—

the letter shapes his carvers employed in the creation

almost always with centre bullet points between the

of Soane’s pediments, friezes and monument inscrip-

words. But also as the titling on drawings, even on

tions. However, Soane’s rationale for the serif-less

accompanying schedules to contractors, and it ap-

‘grot’ is understood and visually documented, and

pears it becomes one of Soane’s architectural ‘house

it is clear from his drawings that his practice made

styles’. This practice of utilising title block lettering

some considered use of both sans and serif titling

to express an architectural ideology, becomes embed-

on drawings. The form of these letters seems to vary
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depending upon the draftsmen entrusted to render
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Soane’s initial sketches. Often being merely script

Other, later Soane drawings such as the pro-

titles, but sometimes adopting the form of finely il-

posed new Villa in Chelsea for Colonel Gordon (a

lustrated tabular ansata—an architect’s title block

joining Chelsea Barracks) of 1807—have a didone

in the form of ‘carved stone’ element. Soane greatly

form inscription indicated on the porch. However,

appreciated, the vestigial serif forms used in Roman

he returns to the serifless form again within an (iso-

inscription during his time as a youth on the grand

lated) inscriptional proposal for the Dulwich Picture

tour1. But how were the full serifed letterforms used

Gallery in 1811. This may indicate a preference for the

on Fanny’s Tomb memorial, and the bold didones or

‘grot’ for public (facing) buildings, but also the appro-

‘moderns’ applied to the keystones on the

priate application of a Roman letter for private resi-

Royal Hospital Chelsea stable yard—

dential dwellings. Greater study of the Soane’s many
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approved everything?
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There is a culture almost obsession
of: stamping, titling, labelling and
inscribing at 13 Lincoln’s Inn Fields.
Items were ﬁled or archived, and
cross-referenced against numbered
drawers, boxes and cabinets. These
systems would have inﬂuenced the
need for Soane’s own typeface…
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Portrait of Soane 1826 by Sir Thomas Laurence - Courtessy of Sir John Soane’s Museum

Soane—a classical architype

Practice based research however, can often be equally
revealing. And it is possible to apply Sir John Soane’s
well-documented ideology and distinctive architectural vocabulary to the design of letterforms that take
their contextual ‘cue’ from the late regency period.
There is a culture almost obsession of: stamping,
titling, labelling and inscribing at 13 Lincoln’s Inn
Fields. There is an abnormal amount of (mini) signage throughout Soane’s Museum—some of it Victorian, but much of it contemporary with Soane4. Items
were filed or archived, and cross-referenced against
numbered drawers, boxes and cabinets. These systems would have influenced the need for Soane’s
own typeface at the time. But (if a type had been produced) it would be Soane’s aesthetics that would have
ultimately been imbedded within any classical form—
of a modern 19th century roman display type.
Sir John Soane the Typeface is created in homage

reﬁned by emfoundry ©

to the architect and his refined classical vernacular.
Acting as if employed by Sir John himself, emfoundry becomes one of his favoured contractors, charged
with the application of ‘Soane’ sensibility upon a definitive roman display face. Or perhaps as one of his
assistants or students (known as ‘improvers’), distracted from architecture for a moment, attempting
to discover the pure essence of soanean teachings
through the design of classical letters.
Sir John Soane probably had little ‘every day’ interest in the final letterforms applied within ‘his’ architectural drawings by his assistants, but surely he
expressed a preference for the final inscribed form on
his masonry. He utilised a prefered and select number of contractors in whom he trusted their judgement, but he also seems to have accepted current
typographic printed-page convention within tomb
stone and monument inscriptions. It is also clear,
that he had exacting views on the appropriate use of
serifless letters within his classical structures. This
grotesque form was seen to reflect antiquity and possibly the context of a civic order. Its purity reflected
Soane’s belief in the primitive and its evolution into
the architectural tuscan and doric orders. He saw it
as the rational form that respected the material of
stone, with the underlying geometry of a definitive or
supreme classicism.
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Only limited historical benefit would (perhaps) be

reduced forms it is not hard to justify Sir John Soane

obtained from a typographic revival of Soane’s exist-

as an original prophet of modernism5; and the appli-

ing serifless letters. Simply replicating these letters

cation of these forms within the modelling of new let-

from drawn or inscribed originals would effectively

terforms becomes, some what seamless and reward-

create an architects ‘skeletal’ or another humanist

ing. However Soane’s work remains highly distinctive

sans—of which there are many. But Classic Soane ro-

and immediately recognisable and this has to be the

man would perhaps be more complete with an ‘open’

overriding feature of the font, which should be dis-

line type sibling… that of a ‘Pure Soane’ sans, and it is

tinct from all other didones.

emfoundry’s intention to explore this letter as initial
capitals.
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But it was during my visits to study the interiors
of Soane’s home at No.s 12, 13 and 14 Lincoln’s Inn

If Soane had been a younger man when the Vic-

Field that I began to appreciate his influence with-

torian era beckoned, he would have certainly placed

in the design of his commissioned furniture. These

more importance on the visibility of distinct letter-

pieces were bold, with strong lines, and regency in

forms and their role within the commercial affairs

style, but were often also made dual functional and

of his clients and patrons. It was a time when the

bespoke to Sir John’s personal specification. Many

foundries were becoming most intent with the roman

feature a preoccupation with ‘breaking’ the contour

type’s development—pursuing greater perfection,

line (known as the ‘break front’), and it is this feature

distinction, or prominence, in an increasingly indus-

that gave rise to the seemingly radical nature of the

trious and commercial market. It was surely only a

letters ‘O, Q, G, C, D, B & P. This ‘stepping’ can been

matter of time before a desire to impart his soanean

seen throughout Soane’s work. Noticeably in the plan

vocabulary upon his own ‘house’ letters manifest it-

drawings of room dimensions and supporting wall

self. Into a new and distinctive neo-classical modern

sections, but also within porches, pediments, pilaster

type. With the 19th Century desire for the decorative,

work, quoins and block masonry.

and a necessity for more visual prominence—a roman

The rational for the inclusion of old fashioned

display of ‘fatter’ proportions would likely result. One

or outmoded glyphs soon presented itself. Such as:

that evolves the rational idealogy of Didot, into the

the long es (s), imperial fractions, minutes and sec-

epitome of a 19th century regency letter.

onds used in specifications; his stamp seal; ligatures

Hopefully when complete the final font of Classic

inspired from his own handwritten abbreviations for

Soane will embody these characteristics and Sir John

number (No.) et cetera. (&c.) and account (a/c); and

Soane the Architect himself; in the same way as his

the inclusion of a full set of mathematical symbols,

home does at Lincoln’s Inn Fields.

used for the calculation and engineering of his archi-

The intention was therefore, to create a strong
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tecture.

typeface; well grounded to the baseline (i.e. with a

The potential for printers’ flower boarders now

firm foundation) that fully captures Soane’s use of a

needs to be fully realised. Informed from his architec-

pure classical aesthetic. Utilising his signature fea-

tural detailing of interiors, structural ornaments and

tures such as the shallow arch; his influential mul-

incised linear decoration on stonework, and on the

tiple relieving and ‘blind’ arches; the use of scrolled

designs for fire surrounds (chimneypieces). All needs

pediment volutes; and his reductivist and classically

to be considered. Future research into Soane’s rather

composed use of the Gothic. His visually simplified

undocumented involvement as a Mason and the or-

tuscan and doric classical orders, and his ‘primitiv-

der’s masonic symbology, may well prove an interest-

ist’ brickweave (triglyph) cornice could impart their

ing departure from the usual glyph symbols, bullets

influence. Even his preferred use of particular Greek

and ornaments.

neoclassical elements, such as the Greek anthemion
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utilised as a corner antefix or acroterion.

Cambridge School of Art at Anglia Ruskin Univer-

Soanean style would have been viewed as ultra

sity. emfoundry is the context for his work where he

modern in its day, with some radical ideas. By study-

seeks to create new letterforms from historical and

ing closely the contours of Sir John Soane’s pure and

practice-based research.
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